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1. OVERVIEW 
In March 2000, Mission Viejo voters approved Measure L, which amends Sections 6.10.304 and 6.10.309 

of Chapter 6.10 of the Municipal Code authorizing a maximum term of ten years for residential and 

commercial integrated waste management franchises. The City of Mission Viejo (City) currently has an 

exclusive franchise agreement for residential, commercial and temporary Solid Waste Services with Waste 

Management of Orange County which will expire on December 31, 2020. This includes the initial 8-year 

contract and two, one-year extensions.  

The City solicited proposals from service providers who can deliver efficient service while meeting the 

recycling diversion targets set by the City and all requirements of State mandates. The successful collector 

will be required to execute a franchise agreement with the City. The franchise agreement will be based 

on the Draft Agreement included with the RFP and may be modified to reflect the final negotiated terms 

and conditions of service. (e.g., the optional programs selected; agreed upon exceptions to the draft 

agreement, etc.). Services under the new agreement will commence on January 1, 2021 

1.1 RFP Goals 

As part of the development of the RFP, the City established key process and program goals. These goals 

reflect the priorities and expectations of the City for the implementation of the RFP process, and the City’s 

goals and objectives for future collection services. 

A. Process Goals: Integrity, Competition, and Industry-Standard Contract Terms 

• Conduct the RFP process with integrity and transparency 

• Stimulate competition among proposing companies 

• Set high performance standards  

• Ensure value for ratepayers 

• Enter contract with fair terms and conditions 

The City’s approach resulted in a process that was conducted with integrity and transparency. The RFP 

attracted a high level of competition and resulted in the submission proposals from a strong roster of 

three participating companies, which stimulated the desired level of competition among proposers.  

B. Program Goals: Quality, High-Value Programs 

• Consistent, reliable and quality service  

• Efficient service delivery that provides a strong value to the ratepayers 

• Responsive customer service system 

• Well-planned and professionally executed transition to any new programs and services  

• Quality outreach and education 

 

Each of the proposers is an established solid waste company with the resources and experience necessary 

to provide excellent services for the City. Each proposal included the required description of qualifications, 
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collection program, transition plan, and comprehensive diversion program. The differentiators and the 

key findings of the evaluation and analysis process are provided in this report. 

C. State Diversion Requirements 

A program goal of special note is the City’s desire to procure effective diversion programs to ensure 

compliance with regulatory requirements. The impact of the new State Law cannot be understated. SB 

1383, targeting short-lived climate pollutants, includes numerous new requirements. The regulations are 

highly prescriptive, with many detailed requirements. To ensure compliance with the requirements, the 

state sets penalties on jurisdictions, haulers, and waste generators, ranging from $50/violation to 

$10,000/day. The legislation explicitly affirms that funding from the State is not required and therefore 

implementation will require new revenues and will have rate impacts.    

The City required proposers to include the programs and services necessary to meet the new 
requirements associated with SB 1383, as well as existing mandates. These requirements include the 
collection of organics (green waste and food waste) from residential, multi-family and commercial 
businesses; extensive outreach, education, documentation and reporting requirements; and program 
monitoring activities to evaluate effective program participation (I.e. does the amount of trash 
contaminating organics exceed the allowed levels).  

The effect of SB 1383 on the new agreement is significant. The major impacts include the following: 

• Year 1 (2021) and Year 2 (2022) Rate Proposals: the SB 1383 requirement for residential curbside 
food waste collection from single family dwellings goes into effect on January 1, 2022. Because 
this new requirement will result in additional new costs of service for these customers, the City 
opted to maintain current residential curbside service without food waste collection in Year 1 of 
the new contract. As a result, proposers were required to provide Year 1 residential rates (without 
food waste collection) and Year 2 residential rates (with food waste collection).  

• Organic Processing Approach Proposals: The collection and processing of organics are a critical 
component of this contract. The City prioritized securing viable, cost-effective organics processing 
solutions through this RFP process and required each proposer to provide three organics 
processing options for the City’s consideration: composting1, anaerobic digestion2 and co-
digestion3.  Proposers were directed to provide rates featuring each of the three processing 
options and to identify the company’s recommended approach.  

The requirements of SB 1383 have already impacted rates in jurisdictions throughout California, with rate 
increases ranging anywhere between 30%-70%. As the January 1, 2022 date approaches, the remaining 

                                                           
1 Composting is a natural process that transforms organic waste into a rich soil additive. 
2 Anaerobic digestion is a collection of processes by which microorganisms break down biodegradable material in the absence 

of oxygen. As part of an integrated waste management system, anaerobic digestion reduces the emission of landfill gas into the 

atmosphere and is used as a source of renewable energy. The biogas produced through anaerobic digestion can be used 

directly as fuel, in combined heat and power gas engines or upgraded to natural gas-quality biomethane. The nutrient-rich 

digestate also produced can be used as fertilizer. 

3 Co-digestion is a process whereby energy-rich organic waste materials are added to wastewater digesters with excess 

capacity. In addition to diverting food waste from landfills and the public sewer lines, these high-energy materials have at least 

three times the methane production potential (e.g. biogas) of biosolids and manure. 
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jurisdictions will follow suit. Mission Viejo’s approach ensures compliance while delaying the full impact 
of the rate increases associated with residential food waste collection until the law goes into effect.  

D. Additional Service Components 

As part of the City’s effort to procure high-quality, cost-effective services for Mission Viejo residents, the 
RFP required proposers to provide standalone rates for several service options. As part of the selection 
process, the City Council will have the opportunity to select one or more of the options and determine 
whether the cost of the selected service(s) will be included as an additional component of the monthly 
rate, or if it will be available to residents requesting the service for an additional fee. Options include: 

• Cart cleaning 

• Household Hazardous Waste Service 

o Option for on-call collection at single-family dwelling customer’s residence 

o Option for community-wide drop-off events available to all residents  

• Street Sweeping 

The proposed options and rates are detailed later in this report.  

1.2 Participating Proposers 

Proposals were submitted by three (3) reputable companies with the financial stability necessary to 

initiate and conduct services for the City. The following is an alphabetical list of the proposers, and a brief 

description of each company. 

CR&R Waste Services (CR&R): Established in 1963, CR&R is a privately held company based in Stanton, 

CA. CR&R serves over 3.1 million customers through more than 55 municipal contracts. In addition to 

multiple solid waste service centers, MRFs, landfills and other facilities located in 7 Western states, 

CR&R operates three (3) composting facilities and one (1) anaerobic digestion facility.  Included in 

their fleet of more than 1,000 vehicles, CR&R owns more than 650 natural gas trucks. 

Republic Services (Republic): For more than 70 years, Republic has served municipalities in Southern 

California. The company operates over 300 CNG trucks locally and has more than 1,300 employees in 

Orange and Los Angeles counties. Nationwide, Republic Services provides municipal recycling and 

waste services in more than 2,400 communities in the U.S. with over 14 million customers in 39 states. 

Waste Management Collection and Recycling (WM): WM is North America’s largest waste hauler and 
recycling processor. The company has provided similar services to more than 100 jurisdictions in 
Southern California over for over 40 years. Nationwide, WM’s 43,000 employees serve more than 21 
million customers throughout the U.S. and Canada. WM has been the City of Mission Viejo’s service 
provider for thirty years.  

2. EVALUATION PROCESS 

2.1 Proposal Evaluation Process  

The RFP prescribed a process for evaluation of proposals. The evaluation process set forth in the RFP 

required consultants to analyze and score the proposals in order to formulate a recommendation for the 
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City Council. The evaluators, Joe Sloan, Enrique Vazquez and Charissa McAfee of Sloan Vazquez McAfee 

(the Evaluation Team) conducted an analysis and evaluation of the three (3) RFP responses and based the 

scoring and ranking upon the following information and sources: 

1. Written proposals submitted by each company on September 10, 2019. 

2. Other information submitted by proposers in response to requests by the Evaluation Team. 

The Evaluation Team followed the prescribed process to evaluate the proposals submitted in response to 

the RFP. The Evaluation Team reviewed and scored the proposals based on a maximum score for each 

evaluation criteria as set forth in the RFP and included below as Table 1. 

Table 1: Evaluation Criteria and Maximum Evaluation Score 

Technical Proposal Evaluation Criteria Weighting Available Points 

Responsiveness to RFP Pass/Fail n/a 

Company Qualifications and Experience 20% 20 

Proposal for Collection Services 35% 35 

Transition and Implementation Plan and  
Diversion Outreach and Education Plan 

35% 35 

Employee Retention (AB 1669 Compliance) 10% 10 

Exceptions to the Draft Agreement Noted n/a 

Note: n/a = not applicable 

2.2 Technical Proposal Evaluation Criteria 

The Technical Proposals were numerically scored and ranked using the criteria and weighting described 

in the RFP.  The evaluation criteria, maximum score and scoring results are presented in Table 2. The six 

categories and their corresponding subcategories are described below.  

Responsiveness (Pass/Fail) 

Proposer must be fully compliant with the RFP and procurement procedures as demonstrated by 

submittal of all elements required by Sections 3 and 5 of this RFP; full completion of all cost proposal 

forms; compliance with process guidelines presented in Section 4; and adherence to the code of conduct 

signed by the proposer. 

Company Qualifications and Experience 

• Collection Experience. Demonstrated experience of company providing the requested or similar 
services to other jurisdictions.  
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• Service Initiation Experience. Demonstrated experience of company’s ability to implement new 
collection services and new franchise agreements and obligations that are like the City services in 
comparable sized communities.  

• Management and Customer Service Systems. Demonstrated capabilities of the company’s existing 
management and customer service systems’ abilities to track and monitor contract compliance, 
quality of collection service, and call center responsiveness and to report data required. 

• Key Personnel Qualifications. Extent and relevance of the qualifications and experience of key 
personnel proposed for the transition team and on-going management of collection operations.  

• Past Performance Record. Review of company’s history with litigation and regulatory action; 

• Financial Stability. Financial strength and ability of company to acquire equipment and provide 
financial assurance of performance. 

• Jurisdiction Satisfaction. Satisfaction with services such as implementation, customer service, call 
center, billing, payment of fees, reporting, and handling of contractual issues.  

Proposal for Collection Services 

• Collection Approach. Reasonableness and reliability of the proposed collection methods and 
reasonableness of assumptions.  

• Proposed Facilities. Plan for providing the facilities needed for equipment storage and parking, 
maintenance, and administration. Reasonableness and reliability of the proposed facilities for 
transfer, disposal and/or processing of solid waste, recyclable materials and organic materials, 
including documentation of existing facility permitting/approvals and/or guarantee of sufficient 
capacity for tonnage from the City service area, and the reasonableness of proposed material 
transport plans.  

Transition, Implementation and Diversion Outreach and Education Plans 

• Transition and Implementation Plan. Reasonableness of implementation schedule and ability to 
meet deadlines, implementation staffing levels, public education program, itemized steps for 
initiation, roll out and maintenance of diversion programs in all service sectors throughout the 
City, container/cart distribution, contingency plans, etc. 

o Customer Service. Customer service approach, staffing levels and City-specific training 
programs. 

o Billing System. Billing approach, and procedures for handling customer billing activities. 

• Diversion Outreach and Education Programs. The nature, reliability, and innovation of proposed 
diversion programs and potential of such programs to divert solid waste from landfill disposal and 
meet diversion requirements. Compatibility of the proposed education program, staffing level, 
and program ideas with the needs of the City; and, the quality of public education samples relative 
to other proposers. Likelihood of diversion programs to meet State-mandated outreach and 
education, diversion monitoring and reporting and performance measurement requirements. 

Employee Retention (AB 1669 Compliance) 

• The employee retention plan meets or exceeds AB 1669 requirements described in Section 3.6 of 

the RFP.  
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Evaluators allocated points on a percentage basis after reading, analyzing, and, if necessary, clarifying the 

responses of each proposer in each of the evaluation sub-categories. The scores assigned to each of the 

proposals reflect the extent to which the company fulfilled the requirements of the evaluation criteria 

and the extent to which each criterion was fulfilled relative to other proposals. For example, except for 

the “Cost Proposal” category, the response that evaluators deemed to be the most thorough, complete, 

responsive, and/or effective was awarded the highest rating of 100%. Then, the remaining proposals were 

scored based upon the evaluator’s determination of divergence (decline) from the best rated response. 

Several factors were measured in each evaluation category.  In some cases, responses were deemed to 

be equal and were allotted the same scores. 

Exceptions to the Agreement 

Additionally, the RFP included requests for information regarding any exceptions that the proposer may 

have taken to the Draft Agreement which was included as a part of the City’s RFP. Proposers were also 

allowed to present options that were not requested by the City. As indicated in the RFP, responses to 

these items are noted for the City’s consideration, but they are not scored in the evaluation score sheet.  

2.3 Interview Process and Scoring 

Interviews were conducted with each of the three proposers on October 14, 2019. The interview panel 

included the council members, staff and city attorney who are members of the Solid Waste Subcommittee 

and consultants from Sloan Vazquez McAfee and Economics.  

Proposers were invited to give a presentation detailing the highlights of their proposal, and then answer 

questions from the committee members. Questions were prepared regarding the following five topics: 

1. Collection and Service Initiation Experience 

2. Proposal for Collection Services 

3. Transition Plan  

4. Diversion Plan 

5. CalRecycle Requirements 

The interview included questions that were asked of each proposer, as well as questions about each 

company’s proposal. Each member of the interview panel rated the presentation and responses to 

questions given by proposers on a scale of 1 – 5. The scores from each interviewer were averaged to 

determine each company’s average score in the five interview categories. These averages were used to 

calculate an aggregate total score for each company.   

3. INITIAL FINDINGS 
The proposals were initially reviewed by the Solid Waste Committee and Evaluation Team. Based upon 

the evaluation of the technical proposal, review of cost proposals and the results of the proposer 

interviews, two companies were selected to move forward in the RFP process. 
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3.1 Technical Proposal  

The technical proposal evaluation scores for each company are presented in Table 2. Additional 

descriptions and analysis of the proposals submitted by the companies chosen to move forward in the 

selection process are provided in Sections 4 and 5.  

Table 2: Technical Proposal Evaluation Score 

EVALUATION CRITERIA 
Available 

Points 
CR&R Republic WM 

Company Qualifications and Experience 20 18.5 18.5 19.0 

Proposal for Collection Services 35 33.3 31.5 31.5 

Transition and Implementation Plan 

 and Diversion Outreach and Education Plan 
35 32.2 31.0 34.3 

Employee Retention (AB 1669 Compliance) 10 10.0 10.0 10.0 

TOTAL 100 94.0 91.0 94.8 

3.2 Proposed Organics Processing  

Proposers were required to provide three organics processing options for the City’s consideration. 
Additionally, the companies were directed to label their preferred processing approach as the primary 
proposal. Table 3 on the following page lists each company’s proposed facilities for residential and 
commercial organics processing. Additional information regarding the all proposed facilities is provided in 
Section 5. 
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Table 3: Proposed Organics Processing Options 

  ANAEROBIC DIGESTION  CO-DIGESTION  COMPOSTING  

CR&R 

Residential PRIMARY   

 
Year 2021 

 

 
CR&R ROAR (Perris) 

 

 
Composting: Rancho 
Mission Viejo (San Juan 
Capistrano) 

 
Composting (Rancho Mission 
Viejo (San Juan Capistrano) 

 
Year 2022 

 
CR&R ROAR (Perris) 

 
LA County Sanitation District 
and Puente Hills MRF 

 
WM-CORe (Orange) 

Commercial 
 
Year 2021 

 
 

WM CORe: (Orange) 

 
 

WM CORe (Orange) 

 
 

WM-CORe (Orange) 

REPUBLIC 

Residential   PRIMARY 

 
Year 2021 

 

 
Composting: Tierra Verde 
Industries (Irvine 

 
Composting: Tierra Verde 
Industries (Irvine 

 
Composting: Tierra Verde 
Industries (Irvine 

 
Year 2022 

 
Agromin (Chino/Yuma, AZ) 

 
Agromin (Chino/Yuma, AZ) 

 
Agromin (Chino/Yuma, AZ) 

Commercial 
 

Year 2021 

 
 

Agromin (Chino/Yuma, AZ) 

 
 

Agromin (Chino/Yuma, AZ) 

 
 

Agromin (Chino/Yuma, AZ) 

WM 

Residential   PRIMARY 

 
Year 2021 

 
 

 
Composting: Sunset/Azusa) 

 

 
Composting: Sunset / Azusa) 

 

 
Composting: Sunset / Azusa 
/ Synagro) 

Year 2022 
 

CR&R ROAR (Perris) 
 

WM CORe (Orange) 
 

Composting: Sunset / Azusa 
/ Synagro) 

Commercial 
 

Year 2021 

 
 

WM CORe (Orange) 

 
 

WM CORe (Orange) 

 
 

WM CORe (Orange) 
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3.2 Overview of Revenue Requirement and Proposed Rates 
This section provides an overview of the Cost Proposals. A comprehensive analysis of proposed rates is 

provided in Section 4, and a description of the analysis of the cost proposal and revenue requirement is 

provided in Section 6.  

Each proposer submitted rates and total revenue requirements for Year 1 (January 2021) and Year 2 

(January 2022) of the new agreement. The total revenue requirement by proposer is provided in Table 4. 

Because the food waste component for residential organic waste recycling doesn’t take effect until Year 

2 of the new agreement, proposers provided rates and total revenue requirement for Year 1 with only a 

green waste recycling program for the residential sector, and rates and a revenue requirement for Year 2 

with a food waste recycling program for residential sector. The commercial sector will include a food 

waste program from the inception.  

The results in Table 4 represent the proposer’s primary proposal. To address state mandates for organic 

waste recycling, proposers were instructed to submit a separate rate schedule and revenue requirement 

assuming the use of 1) anaerobic digestion, 2) co-digestion, and, 3) composting for processing of organic 

waste. Proposers were to indicate their primary proposal. 

Based on this measure, CR&R’s proposal at $13,231,872 and $14,096,592 has the lowest total revenue 

requirement for both Year 1 and Year 2. WM’s proposal at $13,409,888 and $14,165,816 ranks a close 

second with a 1.3% difference in Year 1 and a 0.5% difference in Year 2 from CR&R’s proposal. Republic 

ranks a distance third with a revenue requirement of about $2.0M more than CR&R’s proposal.  

Table 4: Total Revenue Requirement 

Proposer 

Year 1 (2021) and Year 2 (2022) 

Proposed 

Revenue 
Rating 

Difference 

from Lowest 
Ranking 

CR&R 
Year 1 (Green Waste) 

Year 2 (Food Waste) 

$13,231,872 
$14,096,592 

100.0% 

100.0% 

$0 

$0 

1 

1 

WM 
Year 1 (Green Waste) 

Year 2 (Food Waste) 

$13,409,888 
$14,165,816 

98.7% 

99.5% 

$178,016 

$69,224 

2 

2 

Republic  
Year 1 (Green Waste) 

Year 2 (Food Waste) 

$15,270,129 
$16,050,021 

84.6% 

86.1% 

$2,038,257 

$1,953,429 

3 

3 

 

Proposed rates for standard residential services are provided in Table 5. WM proposed the lowest 

residential rates at $20.20 in Year 1 and $22.42 in Year 2. CR&R was a close second with $20.99 for Year 

1 and $23.53 for Year 2. An important distinction is that CR&R proposes beginning the residential food 

waste program in Year 1. Republic Services proposed the highest residential rates with $23.43 for Year 1 

and $25.40 for Year 2.   
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Table 5: Proposed Residential Rates 

Service 

CR&R REPUBLIC SERVICES WM 

Anaerobic Digestion Composting Composting 

Jan-2021 Jan-2022 Jan-2021 Jan-2022 Jan-2021 Jan-2022 

Residential Standard $20.99 $23.53 $23.43 $25.40 $20.20 $22.42 

Senior Citizen $16.79 $18.82 $18.74 $20.32 $16.15 $17.93 

HOA Single Bill $19.94 $22.35 $21.09 $22.86 $19.20 $21.31 

HOA – Senior Citizen $15.95 $17.88 $23.43 $25.40 $15.15 $16.82 

 

The proposed rates for the most common commercial services for solid waste collection are provided in 

Table 6. CR&R proposed the lowest commercial rates, followed by WM. Republic offered the highest 

commercial rates. 

Table 6: Proposed Commercial Rates* 

CR&R 

 1XWK 2XWK 3XWK 4XWK 5XWK 6XWK 

2 Yard Bin $104.54 $187.34 $266.40 $336.72 $418.17 $501.80 

3 Yard Bin $130.00 $232.96 $331.27 $418.72 $520.00 $624.00 

4 Yard Bin $165.21 $296.05 $420.99 $532.13 $660.84 $793.00 

WM 

2 Yard Bin $114.39 $203.00 $285.59 $368.47 $451.06 $543.00 

3 Yard Bin $141.83 $254.04 $359.10 $463.98 $568.76 $684.95 

4 Yard Bin $177.73 $305.08 $432.37 $559.71 $686.71 $826.67 

REPUBLIC  

2 Yard Bin $159.44 $285.60 $403.71 $521.61 $639.42 $770.05 

3 Yard Bin $199.81 $342.97 $486.09 $629.23 $772.01 $929.37 

4 Yard Bin $264.29 $457.77 $650.82 $844.22 $1,037.33 $1,248.30 

*The proposals include rates for additional containers sizes. These table present the most common 

rates. 

3.3 Proposer Interviews  

The results of the interview scoring process is shown in Table 7 below. Each interviewer’s scores were 

averaged, and then the scores from all interviewers were averaged for each company.  These scores are 

shown in the table below: 
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Table 7: Proposer Interview Scores 

INTERVIEW TOPIC 
Available 

Points 
CR&R Republic WM 

Presentation 5 4.8 2.8 5.0 

Collection and Service Initiation Experience 5 4.4 3.7 4.7 

Proposal for Collection Services 5 4.1 3.0 4.4 

Transition Plan 5 4.3 3.9 4.9 

Diversion Plan 5 4.4 3.9 4.7 

CalRecycle Requirements 5 4.3 3.5 4.5 

TOTAL AGGREGATE AVERAGE SCORE  5 4.3 3.6 4.6 

INTERVIEW RANKING 2 3 1 

 

3.4 Proposers Selected to Continue in the Selection Process  

The Solid Waste Committee identified the following two companies as the proposers to move forward in 

the selection process: 

• CR&R Waste Services 

• Waste Management Collection and Recycling 

3.5 Opportunity for Best and Final Offer 

CR&R and WM were given the opportunity to submit best and final offers. In response, WM proposed a 

reduction in their proposed residential rates. CR&R used the opportunity to propose a change in the 

transition to residential organics (food waste and green waste) collection. In this proposal, the transition 

to residential organics collection would coincide with the rollout of new services in Year 1 of the 

agreement. This represents an opportunity to minimize the transitions and disruptions to service that 

could occur with a transition to residential organics collection in Year 2. As part of this option, the Year 1 

Residential rates would remain the same, while the Year 2 Residential rates would be increased by $0.40. 

These offers are incorporated into the rates and revenue requirements provided in this report. 

4. PROPOSED RATES  

4.1 Residential Rates 

The proposed residential rates for standard cart service for both CR&R’s and WM’s primary proposals are 

presented in the following table. Additional rates for ancillary residential services are provided in Exhibit 

1.  
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Table 8: Revised Proposed Residential Rates 

 
Note: These rates have been adjusted to include two, residential HHW waste collection events per year, and an adjustment to 

collector fees to align to the County average. 

Prior to the implementation of the new agreement contemplated with this RFP process, residential rates 

will be subject to two rate adjustments. The initial rate adjustment is a 15.2% increase scheduled to take 

effect January 1, 2020 to comply with AB 1594 which disallows the recycling credit for green waste used 

as alternative daily cover at a landfill. The second, scheduled to take effect July 1, 2020, is the normal 

annual rate adjustment required by the service agreement and is assumed at 3.0% for this analysis. These 

two rate adjustments will increase monthly rates from the current $14.71 to approximately $17.46 or 

approximately 18.7%. 

At the inception of the new agreement, residential rates will increase to reflect the cost of the new 

programs to comply with organic waste recycling state mandates. The increase will depend on which 

proposal the City accepts. The impact on residential rates by proposer for the primary proposal are 

provided in Table 9.  CR&R proposes a starting rate of $21.83 in Year 1 and $24.45 in Year 2. These 

represent a 25.0% increase in Year 1 and an additional 12.0% increase in Year 2. The cumulative increase 

from current rates to Year 2 is 66.2%. WM proposes $21.01 in Year 1 and $23.31 in Year 2. These represent 

a 20.3% increase in Year 1 and an additional 10.9% increase in Year 2. The cumulative increase from 

current rates to Year 2 is 58.5%. Residential rates will again be subject to a rate adjustment on July 1, 

2022. Assuming a 3.0% increase, the cumulative rate increase from current rates for CR&R’s proposal is 

71.2% and 63.2% for WM.  

Table 9: Impact of Proposed Residential Rates 

 
Current 
Rates 

ADC* 
Annual 

Adjustment** 
Year 1 Year 2 

Annual 

Adjustment** 

Standard Service  Jan-2020 Jul-2020 Jan-2021 Jan-2022 Jul-2022 

CR&R $14.71 $16.95 $17.46 $21.83 $24.45 $25.18 

% Adjustment  15.2% 3.0% 25.0% 12.0% 3.0% 

%Cumulative  15.2% 18.7% 48.4% 66.2% 71.2% 

       

WM $14.17 $16.95 $17.46 $21.01 $23.31 $24.01 

% Adjustment  15.2% 3.0% 20.3% 10.9% 3.0% 

% Cumulative  15.2% 18.7% 42.8% 58.5% 68.2% 

Service Description 
1 Jan-2021 Jan-2022 Jan-2021 Jan-2022

Single-Family Dwelling - Standard Cart Service $21.83 $24.45 $21.01 $23.31
Single-Family Dwelling - Standard Cart Service - Senior Citizen $17.46 $19.56 $16.80 $18.63
HOA Single Bill $20.74 $23.22 $19.97 $22.15
HOA - Senior Citizen $16.59 $18.58 $15.76 $17.48

CR&R WM
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Note:   * To comply with AB 1594 which eliminated diversion credit for green waste used as alternative daily cover at a 
landfill. 

    ** Assumes a 3% annual adjustment for July 1, 2020 and for July 1, 2022 (the first allowed residential rate 
adjustment under the new agreement is 18 months after the January 1, 2021 commencement.) 

 

Optional Residential Services 

The proposers were also directed to propose rates for two optional residential services and for street 

sweeping services. 

The optional services include; 

• On-call, door-to-door, HHW, U-Waste and E-Waste collection, and  

• Cart cleaning service. 

As these services are offered at an additional charge, the impact for street sweeping and the optional 

services on residential rates are provided below.  

Street Sweeping4 

Based on their respective proposals, the added cost to residential for street sweeping is $1.04 for CR&R 

and $0.58 for WM. Table 10 provides the residential rates with the added street sweeping costs for both 

CR&R and WM. With the street sweeping costs, CR&R’s proposed residential is $22.87 in Year 1 and $25.49 

in Year 2. WMs’ rates are $21.01 in Year 1 and $23.89 in Year 2.  

Table 10: Residential Rates with Street Sweeping Cost 

 

 

HHW, U-Waste & E-Waste 

The base rates include two annual drop-off events where residents may dispose of HHW, U-Waste, E-

Waste. As an option, the City may instead choose an on-call, door-to-door service provided one-time per 

year to each SFR. If the City chooses the on-call service, a monthly surcharge is added to the base monthly 

rates. CR&R proposed a monthly charge of $0.17 to the base rates. WM proposed a monthly charge of 

$1.41 per to the base rates. The rates in Table 11 provide the impact of choosing the on-call HHW, U-

Waste & E-Waste collection service.  

                                                           
4 Street sweeping proposals are summarized and reviewed under Section 8 of this report. 

CR&R WM

Year 1 – Jan 2021

Solid Waste Service $21.83 $21.01 

Street Sweeping Surcharge $1.04 $0.58 

Total Monthly  $22.87 $21.59 

Year 2 – Jan 2022

Solid Waste Service $24.45 $23.31 

Street Sweeping Surcharge $1.04 $0.58 

Total Monthly $25.49 $23.89 
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Table 11: Door-to-Door HHW, U-Waste & E-Waste Collection 

 

 

Cart Cleaning Service 

Cart cleaning service rates were also requested in two options; 1) all SFRs pay a monthly fee and may 

schedule a cart cleaning once per year; and 2) Interested residents can call and schedule cart cleaning 

service and pay a per event fee. Cart cleaning was considered of potential value upon the start of 

residential food waste collection; hence, this service would not be offered until Year 2 or January 2022. 

The proposed rates for cart cleaning are provided in Table 12. If the City chooses the once per year service, 

a monthly surcharge is added to the base monthly rates. If the City chooses the on-call, per event option, 

the SFR pays the contractor the fee each time the service is used. CR&R proposed a monthly charge of 

$0.95 per SFR for once per year service. This will generate $336,448 annually for CR&R. For the on-call 

service, CR&R proposed a per event charge of $14.63. WM proposed a monthly charge of $1.08 per SFR 

for once per year service. This will generate $382,488 annually for WM. For the on-call service, WM 

proposed a per event charge of $12.95. 

Table 12: Cart Cleaning Service Rates 

Program Option 
CR&R WM 

 Unit / 

Annual 
Annual  

/ Unit  
Unit / 

Annual 
Annual 

/ Unit 

Once per Year per SFR (Monthly Surcharge) $0.95 $336,448 $1.08 $382,488 

On-Call (Per Event Charge) $14.63 n/a $12.95 n/a 

 

 

The rates in Table 13 provide the total monthly charge if the City chooses to include the once per year 

cart cleaning service in the in the monthly service rates.   

 

CR&R WM

Year 1 – Jan 2021

Solid Waste Service $21.83 $21.01 

HHW, E-Waste & U-Waste $0.17 $1.41 

Total Monthly  $22.00 $22.42 

Year 2 – Jan 2022
Solid Waste Service $24.45 $23.31 

HHW, E-Waste & U-Waste $0.17 $1.41 

Total Monthly $24.62 $24.72 
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Table 13: Residential Rates with Cart Cleaning Service 

 CR&R WM 

Year 2 – Jan 2022*   

Solid Waste Service $24.45 $23.31 

Cart Cleaning $0.95 $1.08 

Total Monthly $25.40 $24.39 

* Cart cleaning service will be offered beginning January 2022. 

 

If the City were to choose to include all the optional service components the effect of all the rate choices 

are provided in Table 13. 

Table 14: Residential Rates with All Rate Options 

Residential Rate Options 
Year 1 Year 2 

CR&R WM CR&R WM 

Base Residential Rate $21.83 $21.01 $24.45 $23.31 

Street Sweeping Surcharge $1.04 $0.58 $1.04 $0.58 

On-Call HHW Collection $0.17 $1.41 $0.17 $1.41 

Cart Cleaning Service (begins year 2) n/a n/a $0.95 $1.08 

TOTAL $23.04 $23.00 $26.61 $26.38 

 

4.1 Commercial Rates 

The sample of current commercial rates is provided in Table 15. These rates will be subject to an annual 

rate adjustment effective July 1, 2020 prior to the start of the new agreement.  

Table 15: Current Commercial Rates 

 1XWK 2XWK 3XWK 4XWK 5XWK 6XWK 

2 Yard Bin $64.16 $113.85 $160.17 $206.66 $252.98 $304.54 

3 Yard Bin $79.54 $142.48 $201.40 $260.22 $318.99 $384.16 

4 Yard Bin $99.68 $171.10 $242.50 $313.91 $385.14 $463.64 

 

Table 16 provides CR&R and WM’s proposed commercial monthly rates to take effect January 2021. These 

rates include an 8% collector fee and street sweeping costs. CR&R’s rates represent a 77.5% to 93.9% 

increase to current rates. WM’s proposed rates represent a 90.1% to 94.2% increase to the current rates. 
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WM’s proposed commercial rates for the primary proposal range from -0.09% to 7.38% higher than 

CR&R’s proposed rates. 

Table 16: Proposed Commercial Rates with Street Sweeping Surcharge – Effective January 2021 

CR&R 

 1XWK 2XWK 3XWK 4XWK 5XWK 6XWK 

2 Yard Bin $113.85 $205.25 $292.77 $371.29 $461.29 $553.55 

3 Yard Bin $143.09 $258.25 $368.60 $467.76 $581.18 $697.41 

4 Yard Bin $182.40 $329.30 $470.10 $596.65 $741.35 $889.61 

WM 

2 Yard Bin $121.99 $217.35 $306.50 $395.95 $485.10 $583.89 

3 Yard Bin $152.25 $273.92 $388.21 $502.30 $616.30 $742.08 

4 Yard Bin $191.26 $330.49 $469.66 $608.88 $747.75 $900.00 

 

5. TECHNICAL PROPOSAL EVALUATION  
This section provides an overview of the Technical Proposals submitted by CR&R and WM. In Section 5.1, 

a summary of each company’s proposal highlights is provided. Section 5.2 provides an overview of the 

findings for each evaluation criterion category for both companies. 

5.1 Summary of Proposer Evaluation Highlights 

The following summary provides highlights of the proposal evaluations:  

CR&R 

CR&R submitted a comprehensive, high-quality proposal that was tailored to the City of Mission Viejo’s 

requirements.  The following highlights from the CR&R proposal provide a brief overview of some of the 

primary differentiators  

Locally Owned and Community Focused: CR&R described their family-owned business, with local 

headquarters, customer service call center and other facilities. They also emphasized their status as the 

company with the greatest number of municipal contracts in Orange County. The company credits their 

commitment to “Satisfy the Customer at any Cost” as leading to their customers’ satisfaction.   

Innovative Recycling Technology: CR&R described the unique technologies the company proposed: 

• ROAR Anaerobic Digestion - CR&R’s Regional Organics Anaerobic Recovery (ROAR) facility in 
Riverside County converts green waste and food waste into high-grade organic soil amendment 
(nutrient) and capturing biogas. CR&R can process 335,000 tons of organic material annually, 
producing renewable natural gas (RNG) that is used to power the C&R fleet and injected into the 
SoCal Gas pipeline network.  
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• Engineered Municipal Solid Waste (EMSW) - CR&R proposes the use of an EMSW process, which 
turns previously unrecoverable waste from landfills for use as a fossil fuel replacement, such as 
coal.  EMSW helps to reduce emissions by more than 75% and fuel costs by up to 25%.  

Experience in Transition and Program Implementation: CR&R emphasized their experience in providing 

service transitions for several of the jurisdictions the company presently serves. CR&R proposes to employ 

transition tools developed through this experience. CR&R’s proposal presents a plan to achieve their 

stated goal of completing the transition with minimal disruption to the customer. 

Waste Management 

WM also submitted a thorough, high-quality proposal, specialized for the City of Mission Viejo. The 

company emphasized its familiarity with the City while responding to the City’s new requirements.  The 

following highlights from the WM proposal describe some of the company’s primary differentiators. 

Technology to Optimize Performance: WM described their operations framework, “Service Delivery 

Optimization” or SDO, which focuses on four pillars of performance: Safety, Service, Savings and 

Satisfaction. WM’s technology is used to define, track and measure all aspects of operations to achieve 

continuous improvement.  The company also emphasized their network of facilities which they described 

as strategically located near Mission Viejo.  

Effective Outreach and Education: The company emphasized the importance of “innovative, personalized 

and proven” outreach and education to help customers in Mission Viejo navigate a major change in 

services, including the significant expectations that customers separate organics and recyclables as 

required by SB 1383. WM described an outreach and education campaign to engage customers 

throughout the term of the new agreement.  

Value, Partnership and Dedication: WM described the cost effectiveness achieved through SDO 

technology and the proximity of their facilities, and how this gives them the ability to offer reasonable 

rates. WM emphasized their 30 years of experience in delivering on-time, reliable services and their ability 

to provide dependable services from day one of the new contract. The proposal also highlighted the 

company’s stability as the largest service provider and ability to finance capital purchases and provide 

“gold-standard” insurance. Additionally, WM described the dedication of their local team and the service 

benefits associated with their knowledge of the City.  

5.2 Overview of Analysis for each Evaluation Criterion 

The following summary of findings provides highlights of the key proposal components that were 

considered in the evaluation process. 

Company Qualifications and Experience 

Collection Experience:  CR&R and WM are both well qualified to provide service in the City of Mission 

Viejo. Each service provider offers extensive experience in Southern California and has the local 

infrastructure necessary to efficiently meet the City’s needs. As the current service provider, WM offers 

the benefits associated with their experience working in Mission Viejo. CR&R’s experience is significant, 

as the company is the franchise hauler in more Orange County municipalities than any other company.  
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CR&R provides a local example of achieving compliance with municipal diversion requirements in their 

description of successfully meeting the City of Lake Forest’s phase one program requirements.  Both 

companies are fully capable of effectively providing the services required by the City.   

 Service Initiation: Each company offered detailed examples of their service initiation experience. CR&R’s 

proposal included the description of regional experience such as the implementation of the Lake Forest 

contract transition in 2014, the transition of the City of Orange in 2010 and the transition to organics 

services for the City of San Clemente in 2016. WM provides the City the advantage of minimal service 

disruption because the commencement of a new agreement with the existing service provider allows the 

City to avoid the complexities of transitioning to a new service provider.   

Management and Customer Service Systems: Both CR&R and WM offer customer service systems capable 

of tracking and monitoring contract compliance, quality of collection service, and call center 

responsiveness.  Each company is exceptionally equipped with quality, industry-specific systems capable 

of meeting the City’s requirements for documentation, reporting and billing.  

Key Personnel Qualifications. CR&R and WM both employ exceptionally qualified personnel possessing 

decades of local industry experience. As the incumbent, WM highlighted the Mission Viejo-specific 

experience of the proposed team. Additionally, the WM team member identified for the recycling 

coordinator position brings with her the advantage of experience working with Mission Viejo customers. 

Past Performance Record: Neither company reported criminal proceedings, and the nature and number 

of civil and regulatory proceedings disclosed by both companies are not outside of what is typical within 

this industry. While CR&R did not have any liquidated damages to report, WM reported a proceeding with 

one jurisdiction.   

Safety: Both CR&R and WM implement comprehensive safety programs and both companies achieve 

safety metrics that are well below industry average. Recent Worker’s Compensation Experience 

Modification Rating and OSHA Recordable Incident Rate metrics for both companies are provided in Table 

17.   

Table 17: Safety Metrics 

Year 
Experience Modification Rating OSHA Recordable Incident Rate 

CR&R WM CR&R WM 

2014 0.94 0.69 2.22 3.1 

2015 0.86 0.74 2.15 3.2 

2016 0.65 0.79 2.71 3.0 

2017 0.64 0.82 3.28 2.8 

2018 0.66 0.79 2.99 
Not currently 

available 
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Financial Stability: CR&R and WM demonstrated the financial capabilities necessary to service the City. 

Based upon the review of the submitted financial statements, both companies are capable of acquiring 

equipment and providing financial assurance of performance. Each company’s anticipated capital 

investment is shown in Table 18. As the largest solid waste services company in North America, WM’s 

financial capabilities exceed those of CR&R, however for the purposes of the Mission Viejo contract, both 

companies are financially equipped to provide the financial stability required by the City.  

Table 18: Capital Investment 

Type of Investment CR&R WM 

Vehicles 

Total Units 

$7,033,423 

24 

$8,650,000 

25 

Containers 

Quantity 

$5,791,568 

94,353 

$5,069,519 

94,317 

Other $73,750 $1,966,995 

Total Capital  $12,898,741 $15,686,514 

Jurisdiction Satisfaction: References from multiple jurisdictions were contacted to provide feedback 

regarding services provided by their respective service provider. Depending on the question, the contact 

was either asked to rate the performance of the hauler as Unsatisfactory, Satisfactory or Extremely 

Satisfactory or answer questions as Yes, No or Unsure. Table 19 on the following page provides a summary 

of the aggregate findings for the feedback provided for each reference check category. 
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Table 19: Proposer References 

Reference Question Category  
Overall Feedback  

CR&R  WM  

Quality and Effectiveness of 

Diversion Programs  

Satisfactory 

(CR&R received slightly  

higher ratings) 

Satisfactory 

Appearance of Equipment/ 

Professionalism of Drivers  

Satisfactory/Extremely 

Satisfactory 
Extremely Satisfactory 

Effectiveness of Outreach and 

Education (Yes, No, Unsure)  

CR&R received a larger 

proportion of 

 “Unsure” responses 

WM received a larger 

proportion of “Yes” 

responses 

Overall Communication/ Customer 

Service and Call Center 

Performance  

Satisfactory/Extremely 

Satisfactory 
Satisfactory 

Transition Communication and 

Success of New Service 

Implementation  

Satisfactory/Extremely 

Satisfactory 

CR&R received slightly  

higher ratings 

Satisfactory/Extremely 

Satisfactory 

Overall Opinion  

Satisfactory/Extremely 

Satisfactory 

CR&R received slightly  

higher ratings 

Satisfactory/Extremely 

Satisfactory 

Proposal for Collection Services 

Collection Approach. Based upon the comprehensive review of each collection approach and the 

proposed facilities, both companies are capable of performing the City’s required services. Both CR&R and 

WM demonstrated the reliability of their proposed methods and reasonableness of their operating 

assumptions. WM’s direct experience providing collection services within the City represents an 

advantage for the company.  

Table 20 provides the make of the collection vehicles proposed by each company. The vehicle 

manufacturers listed below are reputable companies frequently used within the industry.  
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Table 20: Proposed Collection Vehicles 

Company  Automated Side Load Front-End Load Roll-Off 

CR&R  14 Peterbilt Chassis/ 

Amrep Body  

40- yard capacity  

4 Peterbilt or Equivalent  

40-yard capacity  

1 Light Weight Peterbilt or 

Equivalent   

40 -yard capacity  

1 Peterbilt   

10- to 40-yard capacity  

WM   17 Autocar WX Chassis/ 

Amrep Body  

40-yard capacity  

  

6 Autocar Chassis / 

McNeilus Body  

40-yard capacity  

2 Freightliner Chassis/  

Amrep Body  

10- to 40-yard capacity  

 

Proposed Facilities:  Similarly, the facilities proposed by both companies meet the requirements of the 

RFP. Both companies demonstrated the viability of their facility plan and have secured the capacity 

necessary to manage the material collected within the City.  WM’s local infrastructure is located in closer 

proximity to the City. The technology proposed by CR&R, including the capacity and processing capabilities 

of their ROAR facility and their proposal to utilize an Engineered Solid Waste Process represent key 

differentiators for the company.   

Table 21 provides a list of the proposed facilities to be used by proposers for recycling and green waste 

material processing.  
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Table 21: Proposed Facilities 

Type of Facility CR&R WM 

Organics Composting:  

Rancho Mission Viejo 

Composting Facility (San 

Juan Capistrano)  

Alternate Facilities  

Lakeview (Lakeview)  

Sage Ranch (Temecula)  

 

Anaerobic Digestion:  

CR&R ROAR Anaerobic 

Digestion Facility (Perris)  

  

Co-Digestion:  

WM CORe Facility (Orange)  

Alternate Facility  

Puente Hills Material 

Recovery Facility (City of 

Industry)  

Composting:  

Waste Management Azusa 

Transfer and MRF (Sun 

Valley) for processing, then 

transferred to Synagro 

(Hinkley)  

 

 

 

 

Anaerobic Digestion:  

CR&R ROAR Anaerobic 

Digestion Facility (Perris)  

  

 Co-Digestion:  

WM CORe Facility (Orange)  

  

  

Recyclables CR&R Recycling (Stanton)  

Perris EMSW (Perris)  

Waste Management Orange 

MRF (Orange)  

C&D South County C&D Material 

Recovery Facility (San Juan 

Capistrano)  

Waste Management Sunset 

Environmental (Irvine)  

Disposal County of Orange Landfill 

System  
Orange County Landfill 

System  

Transfer CR&R Recycling Western 

(Stanton)  
Waste Management Sunset 

Environmental (Irvine)  
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Transition and Implementation Plan and Diversion and Education Plan 

Transition and Implementation Plan. Each company prepared a detailed implementation schedule 

designed to meet the deadlines necessary to commence the new agreement on January 1, 2021. The plans 

were reviewed for reasonableness and completeness. Both CR&R and WM proposed implementation 

schedules capable of achieving staffing levels, procurement of equipment, customer outreach and 

education program development and transition activities necessary to facilitate the transition to new 

services.  

Diversion Outreach and Education Programs. CR&R and WM developed comprehensive programs to 

achieve the City’s diversion goals, ensure regulatory compliance and respond to the new SB 1383 

requirements. Each company proposed collection programs designed to achieve the performance 

standards set forth in the agreement. Additionally, the companies proposed the required dedicated 

recycling coordinator and prepared a detailed outreach and education strategy to inform customers of 

the new requirements, promote effective program participation and notify customers of compliance 

issues.  

Employee Retention (AB 1669 Compliance) 

Both CR&R and WM committed to fully complying with the requirements of AB 1669.  

 

6. COST PROPOSAL EVALUATION 
The RFP included criteria for evaluation of the Cost Proposal component of the proposals. The criteria are 

described in detail under Section 2.0, Proposal Evaluation Process and are included here in summary form 

for ease of reference: 

• Competitiveness of Cost Proposals:  Cost competitiveness relative to other proposals. 

• Reasonableness of Cost Proposals:  Logical relationship between proposed cost and operation 

assumptions.  Proposals will be evaluated on total first-year revenue requirement. 

Proposers were required to provide detailed financial information by completing the Cost Proposal Forms 

issued with the RFP.  In addition, proposers were required to prepare a Cost Detail Form to provide cost 

projections by service sector such as residential and commercial. Furthermore, proposers were instructed 

a separate Cost Proposal for three approaches to organic waste processing while indicating their primary 

proposal. In addition, proposers were instructed to provide a cost proposal for street sweeping services. 

This cost proposal evaluation is based on the proposers’ primary proposal only. A separate table is 

provided for total revenue requirement including street sweeping services.     

6.1 Cost Proposal Competitiveness 

The Cost Proposals were evaluated based on total revenue requirement.  This is important because the 

economic value of the contract cannot be assessed based on the price of a specific service.  For example, 

a low price quoted for the residential rate may not readily reflect the financial costs of the entire contract.  
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For this reason, the proposals were evaluated on the overall revenue requirement to perform all the 

services as proposed by each proposer. 

Each cost proposal’s competitiveness was determined using a formulaic approach.  First, the rates quoted 

in the rate sheets by each Proposer were used to project Year 1 and Year 2 revenue requirement.  The 

proposal with the lowest total revenue requirement was given a rating of 100% for Cost Competitiveness.  

The remaining proposals were rated based on the percentage deviation from the proposal with the lowest 

revenue requirement.  

Primary Proposal 

Based on total revenue requirement for the primary proposal, CR&R’s proposal offers the overall lowest 

cost for both Year 1 and Year 2 and therefore receives a rating of 100%. WM’s primary proposal is only 

1.3% higher in total costs for Year 1 and 0.5% in Year 2.  

Table 22: Cost Comptitiveness Rating 

Proposer 

Year 1 (2021) and Year 2 (2022) 

Proposed 

Revenue 

Difference 

from Lowest 

Percent 

Difference 
Rating 

CR&R 
Year 1 (Green Waste) 

Year 2 (Food Waste) 

$13,231,872 
$14,096,592 

$0 

$0 
n/a 

100.0% 

100.0% 

WM 
Year 1 (Green Waste) 

Year 2 (Food Waste) 

$13,409,888 
$14,165,816 

$178,016 

$69,224 

1.3% 

0.5% 

98.7% 

99.5% 

 

When the costs proposals for street sweeping are included in the total revenue requirement for each 

proposer, WM’s proposal offers the lowest costs for both Year 1 and Year 2 receiving a rating of 100%. 

CR&R’s proposal is only 0.7% higher in total costs for Year 1 and 1.4% in Year 2.   

Table 23: Cost Proposal Competitiveness Rating (With Street Sweeping) 

Proposer 

Year 1 (2021) and Year 2 (2022) 

Proposed 

Revenue 

Difference 

from Lowest 

Percent 

Difference 
Rating 

CR&R 

 

Solid Waste 

Street Sweeping 

Year 1 (Green Waste) 

 

Solid Waste 

Street Sweeping 

Year 2 (Food Waste) 

$13,231,872 

$673,598 

$13,905,470 

 

$14,096,592 

$673,598 

$14,770,190 

 

 

$91,329 

 

 

 

$200,121 

 

 

0.7% 

 

 

 

1.4% 

 

 

99.3% 

 

 

 

98.6% 
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WM 

 

Solid Waste 

Street Sweeping 

Year 1 (Green Waste) 

 

Solid Waste 

Street Sweeping 

Year 2 (Food Waste) 

$13,409,888 

$404,254 

$13,814,141 

 

$14,165,816 

$404,254 

$14,570,069 

 

 

$0 

 

 

 

$0 

 

 

$0 

 

 

 

$0 

 

 

100.0% 

 

 

 

100.0% 

 

6.2 Cost Proposal Reasonableness 

In addition to evaluating cost proposal competitiveness, the reasonableness of the cost proposals was 

reviewed.  A financial proforma representing of the primary proposals are provided in Table 24. This 

provides a side-by-side comparison of the projected revenues, costs and profit allowance based on each 

proposer’s proposed rates and operating costs. The percent of revenue by costs category for each 

proposer vary only by a few percentage points with an operating cost projection of 79.8% for CR&R and 

83.5% for WM. This indicates that the proposals are very much in line with required costs and revenue 

requirements.  

A notable difference is in interest expense and profit allowance with WM showing an 8.6% of revenue 

for interest expense and a 2.9% profit allowance as compared to CR&R’s 4.4% for interest expense and 

10.8% for profit allowance.  Interest expense is not an operating cost and can vary based on a proposer’s 

cost of capital and on whether the capital expenditures will be funded internally or externally. Another 

way to look at this is to compare the percentage of operating costs from overhead costs including 

management and administrative costs, interest expense, and profit allowance as provided in Table 25.  
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Table 24: Financial Proforma Year 2 

 CR&R 
% of 

Revenue 
WM 

% of 

Revenue 

Rate Revenue 

Residential 

Commercial 

Roll-Off 

Total Rate Revenue 

Franchise Fees 

 

$8,010,480 

$4,669,386 

$1,416,726 

$14,096,592 

704,830 

 

 

 

 

 

5.0% 

 

$7,628,076 

$4,984,253 

$1,553,486 

$14,165,816 

$708,291 

 

 

 

 

 

5.0% 

Net Revenue $13,391,763 95.5% $13,457,525 95.0% 

Operating Cost 

Management & Admin 

Disposal & Processing 

$5,713,120 

$1,451,353 

$4,086,392 

40.5% 

10.3% 

29.0% 

$5,422,323 

$1,787,821 

$4,624,415 

38.3% 

12.6% 

32.6% 

Total Operating Costs $11,250,865 79.8% $11,834,559 83.5% 

Operating Profit $2,140,897 15.2% $1,622,966 11.5% 

Interest Expense $618,571 4.4% $1,216,468 8.6% 

Profit Allowance $1,522,326 10.8% $406,498 2.9% 

A comparison of direct costs to overhead indicates that both proposals are financially reasonable with 

CR&R showing 73.2% in direct costs and 26.8% in overhead, and WM showing 74.7% in direct costs and 

25.3% in overhead. 

Table 25: Overhead Cost as Percent of Net Revenue 

 CR&R  WM  

Direct Costs 

Overhead & Profit 1 

$9,799,512 

$3,592,251 

73.2% 

26.8% 

$10,046,738 

$3,410,787 

74.7% 

25.3% 

Total $13,391,763  $13,457,525  

Note: 1 – Includes management and administration, interest expense, and profit. 

7. EXCEPTIONS TO THE DRAFT AGREEMENT 

7.1 Summary of CR&R Exceptions  

CR&R proposed two exceptions to the draft agreement. The first exception was to request that the annual 

rate adjustment language include the opportunity for a rollover process if the cap of 5% is reached, and 

to include a floor of 0%. The second exception was an edit to the draft indemnification language.  
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7.2 Summary of WM Exceptions  

WM further proposed edits to the draft general, environmental and hazardous substances 

indemnification language as well as changes to insurance language.  WM also requested changes to 

language related to Propositions 218 and 26, a change to the separate counsel language, and changes to 

subcontractor language. Finally, WM proposed changes to the performance standards and liquidated 

damages language, the list of diversion program materials and the residual maximum language related to 

SB 1383. 

8. STREET SWEEPING PROPOSALS 
CR&R proposed to subcontract City of Mission Viejo street sweeping with R.F. Dickson (Dickson). Like 

CR&R, Dickson is a family owned company that has operated in Southern California since 1950. Dickson is 

an experienced and reputable company capable of providing services required in the City. Dickson’s 

current municipal contracts include the cities of Lakewood, Yorba Linda and Westminster.  

WM proposed to subcontract City of Mission Viejo street sweeping with Sunset Property Services (Sunset), 

the City’s current service provider. Sunset is also an experienced and reputable company capable of 

providing services required in the City of Mission Viejo. Currently, Sunset provides services for Orange 

County in unincorporated areas and in the cities of Laguna Hills and Rancho Santa Margarita. 

Both proposers have agreed to all the terms and requirements set forth in the RFP and exhibits, and both 

have proposed the use of Tymco equipment. The following is a breakdown of each company’s proposed 

rates for base services and all other services. 

8.1 Rate Impacts 

If the City opts to include street sweeping services with the solid waste collection agreement, the regular 

recurring costs can be included in the solid waste collection rates for residential and commercial services. 

The residential street sweeping per unit cost is derived by dividing the monthly street sweeping costs by 

the number of residential accounts.  The residential street sweeping costs can be recovered by adding 

$1.04 to the monthly rates for CR&R’s and $0.58 for WM.  
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Table 26: Residential Street Sweeping Surcharge 

 
Street 

Sweeping Cost 

Units /  

Equivalent*  

Monthly 
Surcharge 

CR&R    

 
Standard Service 
With Senior Discount 

 
$355,067 

 

 
28,581.6 

 
$1.04 
$0.83 

WM    

 
Standard Service 
With Senior Discount 

 
$198,635 

 

 
28,581.6 

 
$0.58 
$0.46 

*To compute the surcharge to include a senior discount, the units are converted to equivalent units to 

account for the discounted accounts as follows: 24,856 units + (4,657 *.8) = 28,581.6.   

The commercial street sweeping costs can be recovered by applying a monthly charge per cubic yard. 

CR&R’s proposal will require a surcharge of $2.95 per cubic and WM’s proposal will require a surcharge 

of $1.93.   

Table 27: Commercial Street Sweeping Surcharge Computation 

 

 

 

 

The required monthly street sweeping surcharges for the various levels of commercial bin service for both 
CR&R and WM are provided in Table 28 
. 
  

 
Street 

Sweeping Cost 

Monthly Cubic 
Yards 

Cost per Cubic 
Yard 

Monthly Cost 
per Cubic Yard 

CR&R $318,531 39,021 $0.68 $2.95 

WM $205,619 38,423 $0.45 $1.93 
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Table 28: Commercial Street Sweeping Monthly Costs per Cubic Yard 

CR&R 

 1XWK 2XWK 3XWK 4XWK 5XWK 6XWK 

1 Yard Bin $2.95 $5.90 $8.85 $11.80 $14.74 $17.69 

1.5 Yard Bin $4.43 $8.85 $13.27 $17.69 $22.11 $26.53 

2 Yard Bin $5.90 $11.80 $17.69 $23.59 $29.48 $35.38 

3 Yard Bin $8.85 $17.69 $26.53 $35.38 $44.22 $53.06 

4 Yard Bin $11.80 $23.59 $35.38 $47.17 $58.96 $70.75 

6 Yard Bin $17.69 $35.38 $53.06 $70.75 $88.44 $106.12 

32G Cart $0.55 $1.09 $1.64 $2.18 $2.72 $3.27 

64G Cart $1.09 $2.18 $3.27 $4.35 $5.44 $6.53 

96G Cart $1.64 $3.27 $4.90 $6.53 $8.16 $9.79 

WM 

1 Yard Bin $1.94 $3.87 $5.80 $7.73 $9.67 $11.60 

1.5 Yard Bin $2.90 $5.80 $8.70 $11.60 $14.50 $17.40 

2 Yard Bin $3.87 $7.73 $11.60 $15.46 $19.33 $23.19 

3 Yard Bin $5.80 $11.60 $17.40 $23.19 $28.99 $34.79 

4 Yard Bin $7.73 $15.46 $23.19 $30.92 $38.65 $46.38 

6 Yard Bin $11.60 $23.19 $34.79 $46.38 $57.98 $69.57 

32G Cart $0.36 $0.72 $1.07 $1.43 $1.79 $2.14 

64G Cart $0.72 $1.43 $2.14 $2.86 $3.57 $4.28 

96G Cart $1.07 $2.14 $3.21 $4.28 $5.35 $6.42 
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8.2 Street Sweeping Cost Proposal Detail 

 

Base Proposal: Residential and Arterial Street Sweeping 

Base Proposal: Cost per Curb Mile CR&R – Dickson WM 

Sweeping Residential Streets $39.29 $21.98 

Sweeping Arterial Streets $34.05 $21.98 

 

Base Proposal Total Annual Costs CR&R - Dickson WM 

Residential Annual Cost $355,066.87 $198,635.02 

Arterial Annual Costs $318,530.94 $205,618.50 

Total Combined Residential and Arterial  

Annual Cost: 
$673,597.81 $404,253.52 

 

Additional Services 

Sweeping and Air Blowing City Parking Lots CR&R - Dickson WM 

Total Cost Per Week $1,027.12 $759.28 

 

Cleaning and Removing Debris: Cost per Linear Foot CR&R - Dickson WM 

0-14,999 Linear Feet $0.68 $0.050 

15,000 to 29,999 Linear Feet $0.64 $0.049 

30,000+ Linear Feet $0.60 $0.042 

Pressure Washing/Paint Spill Removal: Hourly Rate CR&R - Dickson WM 

Normal Working Hours $216.00 $142.00 

Emergency Working Hours $494.12 $163.00 

 

Hand Crew Services: Hourly Rate CR&R - Dickson WM 

Custodial Hand Crew $68.61 $25.00 

One (1) work truck and one (1) worker hour,  

one (1) hour minimum 
$137.22 

$46.00 

Each additional custodial hand crew employee, one 

(1) hour minimum 
$68.61 $25.00 
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Montanoso Street Weekly Street Sweeping Service 

and Custodial Hand Crew: Cost Per Week 
CR&R - Dickson WM 

Total Cost Per Week $297.29 $86.50 

 

Aliso Villas Community Bi-Weekly Street Sweeping 

Service and Custodial Hand Crew: Cost Per Week 
CR&R - Dickson WM 

Total Cost Per Week $480.28 $150.50 

 

Emergency, Special and Saturday Services CR&R - Dickson WM 

EMERGENCY SWEEPS:  

Emergency call for all City requested services 

between the hours of 4:30 p.m. and 7:30a.m 

$147.06 $170.00 

SPECIAL SWEEPS: For scheduled (24 hours in 

advance) and non-scheduled (between the hours of   

7:30 a.m. and   4:30 p.m.) street sweeping of 

residential and/or arterial streets 

$147.06 $120.00 

SATURDAY STREET SWEEPING: For scheduled street 

sweeping on listed Saturdays throughout the year  

 

Curb mile cost of sweeping residential streets:  

Curb mile cost of sweeping arterial streets: 

 

 

 

$39.29 

$34.05 

 

 

 

$27.47 

$27.47 
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